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AnalysisDrop that Pipette:
Science by DesignAn unexpected collaboration between a synthetic biology lab at
UCSF and a Palo Alto-based design firm is stirring up the way
that research is conceived and conducted, by integrating innova-
tion and ‘‘design thinking’’ into the scientific method.Professors Wendell Lim of UCSF (left) and Dan Fletcher of UC Berkeley (right) dive into
‘‘design thinking’’ during a 1 day workshop at IDEO in Palo Alto. Image courtesy of W. Carey.The poster session at the SB5.0 synthetic
biology conference in Palo Alto last June
appeared like any other. Postdocs and
grad students mingled around posters
describing microbes that produce hydro-
gen fuel, a programmable ‘‘killswitch’’
based on RNA, and bacteria that commu-
nicate by light. But one poster stood out
from the rest. It didn’t present any data.
About a quarter of it was blank. And, the
author list included two designers who
had barely touched a pipette.
The poster, which earned an honorable
mention, arose from an unusual collabo-
ration between the design consultancy
IDEO (pronounced ‘‘eye-dee-oh’’) and
UCSF synthetic biologists Wendell Lim
and Reid Williams. The goal of the project
wasn’t to produce experimental results
but rather to explore the places that
synthetic biology could go in the future.
‘‘A lot of thework in the lab today iswork-
ing on pretty far-off goals,’’ says AdamRe-
ineck, one of the IDEO designers involved
in the project, ‘‘so one of our goals was to
see how synthetic biology could apply
more directly to people’s every-day lives.’’
In that vein, the poster presented three
proposals for new directions in synthetic
biology research. Each idea began with
the word ‘‘envision,’’ followed by a brief
description and possible scientific ap-
proach; for example, ‘‘envision’’ a cup
made of organic material that produces
a probiotic drink when filled and then
decomposes after a few uses.
These ‘‘sacrificial ideas’’ were meant to
be jumping-off points for discussion and
innovation. Viewers were encouraged to
add their own thoughts to the poster by
voting for their favorite ideas with post-
its or writing comments directly on the
poster’s blank space.
The team wasn’t sure how scientists
would feel about their approach, but496 Cell 147, October 28, 2011 ª2011 Elsevithey were optimistic. The synthetic bio-
logy community prides itself on pushing
the boundaries of biology, chemistry,
and engineering, so the designers thought
that this crowd would see the value in this
open-ended approach.
‘‘Some people said, why bother, what’s
the point,’’ asserts Williams, a graduate
student in Lim’s lab, ‘‘but I was actually
surprised that we had more people who
immediately got the idea that it wasmeant
to be a conversation starter.’’
The poster exemplifies the process of
‘‘design thinking,’’ a problem-solving
strategy that marries wild, free-ranging
creativity with rational evaluation. IDEOer Inc.has applied design thinking to build an
iPhone App for Sesame Street, redesign
the Swiffer mop for Proctor and Gamble,
and create an antiobesity campaign,
called Project Carrot, for Centers for
Disease Control. And, now they think
design thinking can help scientists too.
Scientific Swimming Lessons
According to IDEO,design thinking isdriven
by an iterative repetition of three major
steps: brainstorming, where no idea is a
bad idea; prototyping, where ideas are
culled as pragmatism begins to play a role;
and selection, where the best elements
are chosen as the foundation for the next
round. Lim calls these stages of idea
expansion and contraction the ‘‘digestive
tract of design,’’ which eventually con-
verges on a final, optimized solution.
By comparison, the scientific method
is inherently linear: hypotheses, experi-
ments, results, and conclusions. Even
though scientists know that this is not
actually how most research proceeds,
they are still reluctant to abandon this
venerated procedure in favor of more
free-form thinking and exploration of the
unknown, which design thinking requires.
‘‘People in the lab want to know where
they’re going; they’ve got A and they
want B,’’ says Will Carey, another de-
signer at IDEO. ‘‘But when we’re de-
signing something, we’re coming up with
a new idea that doesn’t exist.’’ The goal
then, says Carey, is to help scientists
become more comfortable in this space
so they can ultimately be more creative,
efficient, and successful.
Carey and IDEO aren’t the only ones to
note the limitations of the traditional
scientific method. Systems biologist Uri
Alon of the Weizmann Institute in Israel
has published papers in Molecular Cell
and posted videos on YouTube address-
ing the falsehood of linear depictions of
research. He also stresses the impor-
tance of creating an emotionally nurturing
space for scientists to grow.
But IDEO’s strategy provides a layer of
structure on top of the ‘‘state of chaos’’
inherent in the design process, as Carey
describes it. This structured method for
approaching complex problems is largely
missing in scientific research, according
to Lim, and he thinks introducing it could
have a significant positive impact on the
way scientists conduct their research.
The changes could be particularly influ-
ential for younger scientists just learning
how to think about scientific problems.
‘‘The way we do things in science is that
we ask someone who hasn’t done any-
thing to build a skyscraper,’’ Lim said. ‘‘It
ends up being really sink-or-swim.
Learning to work through the process,
the idea that it is a process that you can
get a handle on, I think that’s very useful.’’
Propelled Forward
Lim was first introduced to IDEO as a
leader of theCell Propulsion Lab, a collab-
oration among 13 UCSF and UC Berkeley
labs aiming to use synthetic biology to
understand and engineer cell motility. In
2009, about 30 members of the group
came together to focus on one goal:
make a smart intracellular vesicle that
could release its contents upon sensing
a specific signal.
Derek Wong, a UC Berkeley graduate
student at the time, had just completed
a business school course where helearned about IDEO’s process and design
thinking. ‘‘I had heard about IDEO before,
but I thought they just made things look
nice,’’ Wong said. ‘‘After the course, I real-
ized that design thinking really is not
limited to product design. It’s about
combining all the information you already
know to address a problem.’’
It struck him that design thinking could
be an ideal approach for the Cell Propul-
sion Lab, especially given the varied
expertise of the different labs. He took
the idea to Lim, and soon after, the group
spent a day working through an IDEO-like
process, even down to their post-it voting
system.
‘‘It was an incredible amount of work,’’
Lim says, ‘‘but it was incredible the range
of ideas that came out, and the excite-
ment that it engendered.’’
Show Me Yours
Around that time, other scientists were also
becoming interested in bringing more de-
sign into their research. One result of these
broadening horizons was the Synthetic
Aesthetics project. Run by the University
of Edinburgh and Stanford University,
Synthetic Aesthetics pairs synthetic biolo-
gists with designers and artists to explore
new avenues in synthetic biology.
When Lim heard about the project, he
knew that he wanted to be involved and
that he wanted IDEO for his partner. He
approached the firm, and Carey and Rein-
eck volunteered to take on the collabora-
tion as a passion project, on the side of
their regular IDEO responsibilities.
The consultants spent some time in the
lab, learning how to pipette and run PCR.
In turn, a group of graduate students and
postdocs went to the IDEO headquarters
for a day-long ‘‘deep dive’’ into the impact
synthetic biology could have on people’s
everyday lives. The day began with a trip
to Whole Foods, where the researchers
were told to pick an item under $10 that
they thought synthetic biology could influ-
ence in the next 20 years. They came
back with items like probiotic drinks and
laundry detergent, which served as jump-
ing-off points for producing tangible
short-term goals that could have direct
consumer impact. After the shoppingCell 147trip, the group went back to IDEO head-
quarters for a day of small-group work-
shopping and brainstorming.
‘‘We spent a whole day prototyping and
discussing, without touching a pipette,
without touching a PCR machine,’’ Carey
said. ‘‘Everyone presented their ideas at
the end of the day to everyone else,
even though they weren’t fully fleshed
out’’—an experience that was challenging
for the scientists, who were somewhat
hesitant to share ideas that they had not
fully processed.
‘‘As a scientist, when I first started inter-
acting with designers, there was a certain
aspect I didn’t understand—the sacrificial
design or prototype,’’ said Williams. But
now, he says, he understands that ‘‘there’s
value in presenting an idea you know is not
the best idea, you know is not perfect, that
is in fact far from perfect.’’ That value, he
explains, is in getting out of the rut of
a good idea that for whatever reason can
never become a great idea. In other words,
sometimesadesignor ideamustgetworse
before it can get better.
‘‘Research is about rapid prototyping,’’
Williams says. ‘‘You have to expect
failure, that’s the way it works, but that’s
also theway tomove forward, by pursuing
multiple parallel paths.’’
Does It Work?
Ironically, given IDEO’s focus on products
that have a real impact on everyday life, it
is difficult to pin down how this collabora-
tion has influenced the researchers. Both
Lim andWilliams felt that they had learned
a tremendous amount from IDEO, but
they couldn’t credit any particular result
or insight to their new perspective.
‘‘It has affected my approach to
science,’’ William says, ‘‘but it’s not quite
tangible yet. It’s not day-to-day, but the
way you think about it.’’
One of the most important effects, both
researchers agree, is that by formalizing
the exploration and necessary failures
that occur in research, design thinking
creates a safe space for uncertainty that
is missing in many labs.
‘‘That’s what the heart of research is
about,’’ Williams said, ‘‘playing in that
uncertainty.’’Rachel Bernstein
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